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Name:  _key_
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

ECE x70 Exam No. 2 (100pts. - 25% of the final grade)

General Remarks
This exam is take home.  You can use your notes, books, and any existing Web-based resources. You must not ask other people to help you with solving the 
problems or post the questions on an Internet forum for discussion.  Please fill in your answers in the areas that are marked as highlighted in yellow and 
expand them as needed. In the case of multiple-choice questions, erase all incorrect responses.  Please return your exam online as a file attachment 
answer to a single question quiz in the Tests & Quizzes section.  You can submit your answers only once.  If you miss the deadline of 120 minutes or the 
end of the day, whatever comes first then to submission on Canvas will close. In that case email this test to the instructor  and accept a 2 point late 
submission penalty for the each started hour counting from Canvas reported start time. 

DL: ___ ERR: ___ PTS: ___
DL – exam difficulty level (adjustment), ERR – exam errors, PTS – exam points.

Problem 1 (25pts.)
Analyze the definition of the following class that encloses another class.  If necessary, implement each class 

default constructor, copy constructor, assignment operator, and destructor.  For the sake of compactness this 

code was not divided into the pair of class header and CPP file.

class INSIDER {

protected:

    double * data;

public:

    INSIDER() { data = new double[1000]; } // provided

    ~INSIDER() { _delete_[]data_ } // or leave empty if not needed

// implement the methods below or cross out if not needed, 

// do not leave blank unless that is your implementation!

    INSIDER(const INSIDER & c) __ {

        _data=new double[1000];_ 

        _for(size_t i=0; I<1000; i++)_  

        _data[i] = c.data[i];_ 

    } 

    void operator=(const INSIDER & c) { 

        _if (this!=&c) {_  

        // note: because both arrays are the same size 

        // delete []data; and data=new double[1000]; are not needed

        _for(size_t i=0; I<1000; i++)_  

        _data[i] = c.data[i];_ 
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        __  __  __ 

    }

    // … additional functionality omitted here …

};

class OUTSIDER {

protected:

    INSIDER wrapped;

public:

    OUTSIDER() : wrapped() {} // provided

    ~OUTSIDER() { __ } // or leave empty if not needed

// implement the methods below or cross out if not needed, 

// do not leave blank unless that is your implementation!

    OUTSIDER(const OUTSIDER & c) _wrapped  (c.wrapped)  _ { __  __  __ } 

    void operator=(const OUTSIDER & c) { _wrapped  =c.wrapped;  _  __  __  __  __  __ }

// not really needed in e3xplicit form but implementation provided 

// in case OUTSIDER had extra data that needed CC and assignment operator

    // … additional functionality omitted here …

};
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Problem 2 (25pts)
Fill in the blanks, implement a function that accepts a 1D vector of float named VEC, and add up all vector 

elements utilizing a lambda expression and for_each function template from the <algorithm> library.  Each 

bank is worth approximately 3 pts.  Some blanks may need to remain empty. 

__ // this blank was here in case you wanted to use template notation

double TestSum( const _vector_ < _float_ > & VEC ) {

    float sum = 0.0f;

    auto FN = [ _&sum_ ]( _float x_ ){ _sum = sum + x_ ; } ;

// if you use float & x then you must use const because VEC is constant

    for_each( _VEC.cbegin()_ , _VEC.cend()_ , FN );

// VEC.begin() and VEC.end() are pre C++11 but are also OK 

// because of their dual conct and non-const form (backward compatibility)

    return(sum);

}
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Problem 3 (25pts.)
Please complete the implementation for the class boundary that is following the design pattern of 
aggregation (contains one or more class objects inside).  The class keeps track of the range of points that are 
presented to it by calling the meteoroid called update.  If a point P is outside the current range as defined by 
the upper-left and lower-right corner then the coordinates of that corner are updated to include that point.  
Some blanks may have to remain unused.  Each bank is worth one point until 25 reached.

class point {

private:

    double x, y;

public:

    point() : x(0.0), y(0.0) {}

    double getX() const { return(x); }

    double getY() const { return(y); }

    void   setXY(double nx, double ny) {x=nx; y=ny; }

};

class boundary __ { // aggregation/adapter, not inheritance!

private:

    point upperleft, lowerright;

public:

    // to do: explicitly call constructors for both points

    boundary() : _upperleft(),_ _lowerright()_ { __ } 

    double getUpprLeftX()   _const_ { _return(upperleft.getX());_ }

    double getUpprLeftY()   _const_ { _return(upperleft.getY());_ }

    double getLowerRightX() _const_ { _return(lowerright.getX());_ }

    double getLowerRightY() _const_ { _return(lowerright.getY());_ }

    void   update(const point & P) __ ;

};

void _boundary_::update(const point & P) __ {

    if ( P.getX( __ )< upperleft.getX( __ ) )

        upperleft._setXY_( P.getX(), upperleft.getY( __ ) );
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    if ( P.getY( __ )< upperleft.getY( __ ) )

        upperleft._setXY_( upperleft.getX( __ ), __.getY( __ ) );

    if ( P.getX( __ )> lowerright.getX( __ ) )

        _lowerright_._setXY_( _P_._getX_( __ ), _lowerright_._getY_( __ ) );

    if ( P._getY_( __ )> _lowerright_._getY_( __ ) )

        _lowerright_._setXY_( _lowerright_._getX_( __ ), _P_._getY_( __ ) );
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Problem 4 (25pts.)
Analyze the provided code and provide a printout of the running program as proof that you understand it. 

#include<iostream>
using namespace std;

class A {
public:
     void F() { cout << " A-F"; }
    virtual void G() { cout << " A-G"; }
            void H() { cout << " A-H"; }
            void I() { cout << " A-I"; }
            void J() { cout << " A-J"; }
};                               
                                 
class B : public A {             
public:                          
    virtual void F() { cout << " B-F"; }
            void G() { cout << " B-G"; }
            void H() { cout << " B-H"; }
    virtual void I() { cout << " B-I"; }
            void J() { cout << " B-J"; }
};                               
                                 
class C : public B {             
public:                          
    virtual void F() { cout << " C-F"; }
    virtual void G() { cout << " C-G"; }
    virtual void H() { cout << " C-H"; }
    virtual void I() { cout << " C-I"; }
    virtual void J() { cout << " C-J"; }
};

void FA(A &x) { x.F();  x.G();  x.H();  x.I();  x.J(); }

void FB(B &x) { x.F();  x.G();  x.H();  x.I();  x.J(); }

void FV(B  x) { x.F();  x.G();  x.H();  x.I();  x.J(); }

int main()
{
    A a; B b; C c;
    cout << "FA(b):"; FA(b); cout << endl;
    cout << "FA(c):"; FA(c); cout << endl;
    cout << "FB(c):"; FB(c); cout << endl;
    cout << "FV(c):"; FV(c); cout << endl;
    return 0;
}

/* Printout: 

FA(b): _A-F_ _B-G_ _A-H_ _A-I_ _A-J_

FA(c): _A-F_ _C-G_ _A-H_ _A-I_ _A-J_

FB(c): _C-F_ _C-G_ _B-H_ _C-I_ _B-J_

FV(c): _B-F_ _B-G_ _B-H_ _B-I_ _B-J_
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